
Website review using personas
On this page is a sample website review using a persona I created for a client launching a new 
company. 

In the first column is a list of the top likes for our chosen persona - taken from the work we already 
did on creating a persona.

Importance is scored with 1 being low importance and 5 being high importance - just take a guess.

Performance is scored the same way (1 low, 5 high) but be brutal - how well is your site really 
meeting your customer’s needs in each area?

The score column divides performance by importance. I then add conditional highlighting so it’s 
easy to spot the areas that need the most attention. The comments column helps to explain why.

After completing the review you can then write a plan for what you will do to get those scores all 
green. You should complete one of these for all your top personas.

Turn to next page to use the template.

Persona wishlist Importance 
to her

Performance 
of site Score Comments

New ideas
3 1 0.33

The site does not currently 
provide much in the way of 
inspiring new ideas.

Confidence-inspiring
5 2.5 0.50

The site looks professional and 
clean but not authoritative. Little 
content. No endorsements.

Ease of use/understanding 4 4 1.00 The site is very clear and easy 
to use.

Compliance

5 3 0.60

The site contains compliance 
information but this should be 
backed up with content on other 
pages.

Clear service offer 5 4 0.80 Service offer is clear and 
unambiguous.

Transparent pricing 4 0 0.00 Not currently present but 
planned.

Ease of purchase 4 1 0.25 Contact information is present 
but this could be improved.



Your turn!
Follow the example above to carry out the review on your own site.

Don’t forget an action plan to deal with whatever needs fixing!

Persona wishlist Importance 
to her

Performance 
of site Score Comments
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